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The Worry Workbook for Kids - Muniya S. Khanna 2018-06-01
Bring fun and adventure back into your child’s life. In The Worry
Workbook for Kids, two respected psychologists offer fun, action-based
activities grounded in cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) to help your
child move past fears of uncertainty, set and accomplish goals,
and—most importantly—enjoy being a kid. Today’s kids face intense
pressures at school, with friends, and in life. But one of the most
prevalent causes of worry in children is the fear of the unknown.
Whether they are starting at a new school, trying out for a new sport, or
going to a sleepover—for many kids who worry, it can be difficult moving
from “What if?” to "Why not?" and trying new things. Sound familiar?
Written for children ages seven to twelve, this engaging workbook offers
evidence-based cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) tools to help kids
embrace uncertainty and actually change their thoughts and behaviors
by taking action—which will help bring adventure, fun, and freedom back
into their lives! The practices in this workbook can be used anytime,
anyplace, to help kids put a stop to worry before worry takes over.
Childhood is a precious time that goes by so quickly, and chronic
worrying can take a hefty toll both mentally and physically. Teaching
kids how to deal with stress early will set them up for a lifetime of
happiness and success. This workbook can help you do just that.
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Women who Worry Too Much - Holly Hazlett-Stevens 2005
Women are more likely than men to develop anxiety disorders, a fact
researchers have attributed to a range of biological, psychological, and
cultural factors. The goal of this book is to help readers control excessive
worry.
How To Stop Worrying And Start Living - Dale Carnegie 2022-05-17
The goal of How To Stop Worrying And Start Living is to lead the reader
to a more enjoyable and fulfilling life, helping them to become more
aware of, not only themselves, but others around them. Carnegie tries to
address the everyday nuances of living, in order to get the reader to
focus on the more important aspects of life._x000D_ Dale Carnegie
(1888–1955) was an American writer and lecturer and the developer of
famous courses in self-improvement, salesmanship, corporate training,
public speaking, and interpersonal skills. Born into poverty on a farm in
Missouri, he was the author of How to Win Friends and Influence People
(1936), a massive bestseller that remains popular today. He also wrote
How to Stop Worrying and Start Living (1948), Lincoln the Unknown
(1932), and several other books.
What to Do when Your Temper Flares - Dawn Huebner 2007-10
Using activities and interactive projects, instructs readers on ways to
control angry thoughts and actions.
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hypnotherapist, Chloe Brotheridge. Chloe will help you understand why
we feel anxious and will equip you with techniques to help manage the
symptoms and start living a happier, more confident life. Based on the
latest scientific research and her unique programme which has already
helped hundreds of clients, The Anxiety Solution will show you how to
regain control of your life. If you want to spend less time worrying whether it is social media pressure, perfectionism or fear of failure - this
book is the solution for you. You'll be surprised how quickly you can be
back in control and able to enjoy your life once again. The Anxiety
Solution is your roadmap to a calmer, happier and more confident you.
The Tapping Solution - Nick Ortner 2013-04-02
Nick Ortner, founder of the Tapping World Summit and best-selling
filmmaker of The Tapping Solution, is at the forefront of a new healing
movement. In his upcoming book, The Tapping Solution, he gives readers
everything they need to successfully start using the powerful practice of
tapping – or Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT). Tapping is one of the
fastest and easiest ways to address both the emotional and physical
problems that tend to hamper our lives. Using the energy meridians of
the body, practitioners tap on specific points while focusing on particular
negative emotions or physical sensations. The tapping helps calm the
nervous system to restore the balance of energy in the body, and in turn
rewire the brain to respond in healthy ways. This kind of conditioning
can help rid practitioners of everything from chronic pain to phobias to
addictions. Because of tapping’s proven success in healing such a variety
of problems, Ortner recommends to try it on any challenging issue. In
The Tapping Solution, Ortner describes not only the history and science
of tapping but also the practical applications. In a friendly voice, he lays
out easy-to-use practices, diagrams, and worksheets that will teach
readers, step-by-step, how to tap on a variety of issues. With chapters
covering everything from the alleviation of pain to the encouragement of
weight loss to fostering better relationships, Ortner opens readers’ eyes
to just how powerful this practice can be. Throughout the book, readers
will see real-life stories of healing ranging from easing the pain of
fibromyalgia to overcoming a fear of flying. The simple strategies Ortner

What to Do when You Worry Too Much - Dawn Huebner 2006
"Teaches school-age children cognitive-behavioral techniques to reduce
and overcome anxiety, fears, and worry, through writing and drawing
activities and self-help exercises and strategies. Includes introduction for
parents"--Provided by publisher.
The Worry Trick - David A. Carbonell 2016-02-02
Are you truly in danger or has your brain simply "tricked" you into
thinking you are? In The Worry Trick, psychologist and anxiety expert
David Carbonell shows how anxiety hijacks the brain and offers effective
techniques to help you break the cycle of worry, once and for all. Anxiety
is a powerful force. It makes us question ourselves and our decisions,
causes us to worry about the future, and fills our days with dread and
emotional turbulence. Based in acceptance and commitment therapy
(ACT) and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), this book is designed to
help you break the cycle of worry. Worry convinces us there's danger,
and then tricks us into getting into fight, flight, or freeze mode—even
when there is no danger. The techniques in this book, rather than
encouraging you to avoid or try to resist anxiety, shows you how to see
the trick that underlies your anxious thoughts, and how avoidance can
backfire and make anxiety worse. If you’re ready to start observing your
anxious feelings with distance and clarity—rather than getting tricked
once again—this book will show you how.
The Anxiety Solution - Chloe Brotheridge 2017-02-23
The Anxiety Solution is your guide to being a calmer, happier and more
confident you. _____________ 'Remarkable, pioneering, could change your
life' Daily Mail 'I know what it's like to be stuck in a cycle of anxiety. I
used to feel as though fear and worry were a permanent part of who I
was . . . but I'm here to tell you that it doesn't have to be this way. The
truth is, your natural state is one of calmness and confidence - and I'm
going to teach you how to get there.' This is a book for anyone
experiencing anxiety - at home, in school or at work, in social situations
or on their own - one that will benefit everyone from worried mums to
stressed teens. The Anxiety Solution is a simple and inspiring guide to
reducing anxiety from former sufferer and qualified clinical
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outlines will help readers release their fears and clear the limiting beliefs
that hold them back from creating the life they want.
The Everything Parent's Guide to Children with Anxiety - Ilyne
Sandas 2008-08-17
Racing heart. Nausea. Trembling. These are just the physical symptoms
of anxiety. Add to that panic, paralyzing fear, and self-doubt and a child
is consumed with worry. With the proper care and treatment, a child
with anxiety disorders can thrive. This book presents a balanced
approach to treatment—from traditional to non-traditional drug and
behavioral therapies to relaxation tricks and meditation. Additionally,
this helpful guide helps parents determine the causes of their child’s
anxiety, decide whether medical treatment is necessary, talk with their
children about anxiety, find the right counselor, and consult with
teachers and school officials. With this guide, parents will have all the
resources, tools, and information they need to help their child enjoy a
happy, healthy, and well-adjusted childhood!
What to Do When Bad Habits Take Hold - Dawn Huebner 2009-01-01
In an interactive self-help book, engaging examples, lively illustrations,
and step-by-step instructions teach children a set of habit-busting
strategies in the form of "keys" to unlock the chains holding their habits
in place, empowering children to set themselves free. Original.
Why Smart Kids Worry - Allison Edwards 2013-09-03
Why does my child seem to worry so much? Being the parent of a smart
child is great—until your son or daughter starts asking whether global
warming is real, if you are going to die, and what will happen if they
don't get into college. Kids who are advanced intellectually often let their
imaginations ruin wild and experience fears beyond their years. So what
can you do to help? In Why Smart Kids Worry, Allison Edwards guides
you through the mental and emotional process of where your child's
fears come from and why they are so hard to move past. Edwards focuses
on how to parent a child who is both smart and anxious and brings her
years of experience as a therapist to give you the answers to questions
such as: •How do smart kids think differently? •Should I let my child
watch the nightly news on TV? •How do I answer questions about
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terrorists, hurricanes, and other scary subjects? Edwards's fifteen
specially designed tools for helping smart kids manage their fears will
help you and your child work together to help him or her to become more
relaxed and worry-free.
When My Worries Get Too Big! - Kari Dunn Buron 2006
Presents ways for young children with anxiety to recognize when they
are losing control and constructive ways to deal with it.
What to Do When You Feel Too Shy - Claire A. B. Freeland
2016-10-01
Sometimes I'm Anxious - Poppy O'Neill 2019-11-05
Does your child seem to worry often? Perhaps they have frequent
stomach aches, or are irritable, tearful, angry, or withdrawn? Do they
have problems concentrating or show a loss of enthusiasm for their usual
interests? These could all be signs that your child is struggling with
anxiety. This practical guide combines proven cognitive-behavioral
therapy methods used by child psychologists in schools with simple
activities to help your child overcome anxiety. It’s perfect for children
ages 8 to 12 because a lot happens in these years that can impact a
child’s emotional well-being, not just now but for years to come. Your
child will be guided, with the help of Fiz—a friendly and supportive
character they can identify with—through fun and engaging activities
interspersed with useful tips, inspirational statements, and practical
information for parents.
What to Do When Fear Interferes - Claire A. B. Freeland 2019
What to Do When Fears Interfere: A Kid's Guide to Dealing With Phobia
by Jacquie Toner, PhD and Claire Freeland, PhD -- This is the next book
in our What to Do series; this book is about dealing with persistent and
interfering fears (phobias) and coaches kids to deal with a phobia,
gradually building confidence to face their fear and more and more
challenging situations.
Facing Mighty Fears About Trying New Things - Dawn Huebner
2022-04-21
First time jitters are normal, but when they turn into tears and outright
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refusal, the world shrinks in problematic ways. Facing Mighty Fears
About Trying New Things teaches children to manage uncertainty about
new experiences. Fun Facts engage children while a Note to Parents and
Caregivers and a supplemental Resource section make this the perfect
guide for parents and mental health professionals. This book is part of
the Dr. Dawn's Mini Books About Mighty Fears series, designed to help
children ages 6-10 tackle their fears and live happier lives.
The Worry (Less) Book - Rachel Brian 2020-04-10
'Perfect for children predisposed to anxiety' - Dr Max Pemberton This is a
book for people who worry (so, yeah-everyone!). The perfect companion
for children feeling anxious about returning to school or feeling
overwhelmed with worried thoughts. We all have a mixture of fun and
not-so fun feelings. And everyone feels worried sometimes. But too much
anxiety can get in the way. This fun book is here to help boys and girls
identify their anxiety, understand why it's just part of that thing we call
life, and equip them with all the tools they need to find calm again.
Playfully presented, packed with illustrations and expertly vetted, authorartist Rachel Brian (co-creator of the viral Tea Consent video) delivers a
must-have book for anyone who wonders why they worry and what they
can do about it. From recognising when you're feeling anxious, to taking
charge, training your brain and using awesome techniques to help you
feel good again, this book will have readers worrying less and living
more. 'This essential book combines key information with great tips and
strategies to empower children when things feel overwhelming.' - The
Scotsman
How to Parent Your Anxious Toddler - Natasha Daniels 2015-09-21
Why does your toddler get upset when his or her routine is disrupted?
Why do they follow you from room to room and refuse to play on their
own? Why are daily routines such as mealtimes, bath time, and bed time
such a struggle? This accessible guide demystifies the difficult behaviors
of anxious toddlers, offering tried-and-tested practical solutions to
common parenting dilemmas. Each chapter begins with a real life
example, clearly illustrating the behavior from the parent's and the
toddler's perspective. Once the toddler's anxious behavior has been
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demystified and explained, new and effective parenting approaches are
introduced to help parents tackle everyday difficulties and build up their
child's resilience, independence, and coping mechanisms. Common
difficulties with bath time, toileting, sleep, eating, transitions, social
anxiety, separation anxiety, and sensory issues are solved, along with
specific fears and phobias, and more extreme behaviors such as skin
picking and hair pulling. A must-read for all parents of anxious toddlers,
as well as for the professionals involved in supporting them.
Dear Scarlet - Teresa Wong 2019-06-04
In this intimate and moving graphic memoir, Teresa Wong writes and
illustrates the story of her struggle with postpartum depression in the
form of a letter to her daughter Scarlet. Equal parts heartbreaking and
funny, Dear Scarlet perfectly captures the quiet desperation of those
suffering from PPD and the profound feelings of inadequacy and loss. As
Teresa grapples with her fears and anxieties and grasps at potential
remedies, coping mechanisms, and her mother’s Chinese elixirs, we
come to understand one woman's battle against the cruel dynamics of
postpartum depression. Dear Scarlet is a poignant and deeply personal
journey through the complexities of new motherhood, offering hope to
those affected by PPD, as well as reassurance that they are not alone.
What to Do when You Don't Want to be Apart - Kristen Lavallee 2017
The latest addition to the popular What to Do Guides for Kids series
addresses separation anxiety, a common developmental phase. This
workbook introduces kids and parents to cognitive behavioral therapybased strategies that can help them understand and cope with any type
of separation anxiety. Includes an introduction for parents and
caregivers about how to most successfully use the book.
Sometimes I Worry Too Much, But Now I Know how to Stop - Dawn
Huebner 2003-01-01
This engaging book helps children see that there is help for excessive
worrying.
Freeing Your Child from Anxiety - Tamar Chansky, Ph.D. 2008-11-19
Anxiety is the number one mental health problem facing young people
today. Childhood should be a happy and carefree time, yet more and
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more children today are exhibiting symptoms of anxiety, from bedwetting
and clinginess to frequent stomach aches, nightmares, and even refusing
to go to school. Parents everywhere want to know: All children have
fears, but how much is normal? How can you know when a stress has
crossed over into a full-blown anxiety disorder? Most parents don’t know
how to recognize when there is a real problem and how to deal with it
when there is. In Freeing Your Child From Anxiety, a childhood anxiety
disorder specialist examines all manifestations of childhood fears,
including social anxiety, Tourette’s Syndrome, hair-pulling, and
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, and guides you through a proven
program to help your child back to emotional safety. No child is immune
from the effects of stress in today’s media-saturated society. Fortunately,
anxiety disorders are treatable. By following these simple solutions,
parents can prevent their children from needlessly suffering today—and
tomorrow. www.broadwaybooks.com From the Trade Paperback edition.
What to Do when Your Brain Gets Stuck - Dawn Huebner 2007-01
Describes what obsessive-compulsive disorder is and how it works, and
teaches young readers techniques to reduce and overcome it through
writing and drawing activities and self-help exercises and strategies.
What to Do when You Grumble Too Much - Dawn Huebner 2006
The author, a clinical psychologist, guides children and parents through
the cognitive-behavioral techniques used to treat negative thinking.
Provides step-by-step instructions for becoming more positive.
Freeing Your Child from Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder - Tamar
Chansky, Ph.D. 2011-06-15
If you're a parent of one of the more than one million children in this
country with obsessive-compulsive disorder, you know how confusing,
even frightening, the symptoms of OCD can be. You're terrified of losing
your child and angry about the havoc this disorder has wreaked in your
family. More than anything, you want to be able to unlock the secrets of
OCD, understand the cause of your child's bizarre symptoms, and help
your child break free of these disruptive, relentless thoughts and actions.
In her landmark book, Freeing Your Child from Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder, Dr. Tamar E. Chansky creates a clear road map to
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understanding and overcoming OCD based on her successful practice
treating hundreds of children and teenagers with this disorder. In Part I,
Dr. Chansky "cracks the code" of the peculiar rules and customs of OCD - the handwashing, tapping, counting, and so forth. She explains how
OCD is diagnosed, how to find the right therapist partner, and how to
tailor treatment options to your child's needs. You'll learn how powerful
behavioral modification can be and when medication can help. In Part II,
you'll learn how not to be pulled in by your child's debilitating rituals at
home or at school, how to talk to your child about the "brain tricks" OCD
causes, and how to create an effective OCD battle plan that will empower
your child to "boss back" the OCD monster. You'll also learn how to cope
in moments of crisis. Part III offers specific advice for how to help your
child handle the most common manifestations of OCD such as fears of
contamination, checking, getting things "just right," intrusive thoughts,
and more. Part IV is an indispensable guide to additional resources,
including books, videos, organizations, and websites. Filled with Dr.
Chansky's compassionate advice and inspiring words from the many
children with OCD whom she has helped, this book will be your lifeline.
Battling back from OCD is hard work, but with the comprehensive,
proven guidance in this book, you can help your child reclaim a life free
from its grip.
Is a Worry Worrying You? - Ferida Wolff 2011-09-08
This book addresses children's worries with humor and imagination, as
hilarious scenarios teach kids the use of perspective and the art of
creative problem-solving.
Outsmarting Worry - Dawn Huebner 2017-10-19
Worry has a way of growing, shifting from not-a-big-deal to a VERY BIG
DEAL in the blink of an eye. This big-deal Worry is tricky, luring children
into behaviours that keep the anxiety cycle going. Children often find it
hard to fight back against Worry, but not anymore. Outsmarting Worry
teaches 9-13 year olds and the adults who care about them a specific set
of skills that makes it easier to face - and overcome - worries and fears.
Smart, practical, proven techniques are presented in language
immediately accessible to children with an emphasis on shifting from
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knowing to doing, from worried to happy and free.
What to Do When You're Scared & Worried - James J. Crist 2004-01-15
From a dread of spiders to panic attacks, kids have worries and fears,
just like adults. This is a book kids can turn to when they need advice,
reassurance, and ideas. They’ll find out where fears and worries come
from, practice Fear Chasers and Worry Erasers, and learn to seek help
for hard-to-handle fears they can’t manage on their own.
Something Bad Happened - Dawn Huebner 2019-09-19
When children learn about something big and bad - even when they hear
only bits and pieces - their brains get busy trying to make sense of it.
Where did it happen? Why did it happen? And especially, will it happen
again? Something Bad Happened guides children ages 6 to 12 and the
adults who care about them through tough conversations about national
and international tragedies. The non-specific term "bad thing" is used
throughout, keeping this a flexible tool, and so children are never
inadvertently exposed to events their parents have chosen not to share.
Fear, sadness and uncertainty about the "bad thing" all are normalized,
and immediately usable coping tools provided. For children and parents
to read together, this one-of-a-kind resource by child psychologist and
best-selling author Dawn Huebner provides comfort, support and next
steps for children learning about troubling world events.
Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In) - Delia Owens 2022-06-28
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling
worldwide sensation with more than 15 million copies sold, “a painfully
beautiful first novel that is at once a murder mystery, a coming-of-age
narrative and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book
Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley
Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when
handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect
Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say.
Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh
that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand.
Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When
two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya
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opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable happens. Where the
Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a
heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible
murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the
children we once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and
violent secrets that nature keeps.
Facing Mighty Fears About Animals - Dawn Huebner 2022-04-21
Fear of animals that slither, bite, and sting can get in the way of going
places and doing things. Facing Might Fears About Animals teaches
children techniques to shrink over-size fears. Fun Facts about bees,
dogs, spiders, and snakes engage children, while a Note to Parents and
Caregivers and supplemental Resource section make this the perfect
guide for parents and mental health professionals. This book is part of
the Dr. Dawn's Mini Books About Mighty Fears series, designed to help
children ages 6-10 tackle their fears and live happier lives.
The Love Hypothesis - Ali Hazelwood 2021-09-14
The Instant New York Times Bestseller and TikTok Sensation! As seen on
THE VIEW! A BuzzFeed Best Summer Read of 2021 When a fake
relationship between scientists meets the irresistible force of attraction,
it throws one woman's carefully calculated theories on love into chaos.
As a third-year Ph.D. candidate, Olive Smith doesn't believe in lasting
romantic relationships--but her best friend does, and that's what got her
into this situation. Convincing Anh that Olive is dating and well on her
way to a happily ever after was always going to take more than handwavy Jedi mind tricks: Scientists require proof. So, like any selfrespecting biologist, Olive panics and kisses the first man she sees. That
man is none other than Adam Carlsen, a young hotshot professor--and
well-known ass. Which is why Olive is positively floored when Stanford's
reigning lab tyrant agrees to keep her charade a secret and be her fake
boyfriend. But when a big science conference goes haywire, putting
Olive's career on the Bunsen burner, Adam surprises her again with his
unyielding support and even more unyielding...six-pack abs. Suddenly
their little experiment feels dangerously close to combustion. And Olive
discovers that the only thing more complicated than a hypothesis on love
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is putting her own heart under the microscope.
What to Do when You Dread Your Bed - Dawn Huebner 2008
Using activities and interactive projects, instructs readers on learning to
fall asleep without restlessness, fear, or behavioral problems.
The Don't Worry Book - Todd Parr 2019-07-30
From bestselling and beloved author Todd Parr, a new book that
reassures kids everywhere that even when things are scary or confusing,
there's always something comforting around the corner. Todd Parr
brings his trademark bright colors and bold lines to his new book about
things that might make kids worry--from loud news, to loud neighbors, or
a big day at school. With his signature humor and instantly recognizable
style, Todd speaks out to kids who are feeling the weight of their world,
offering solutions and comfort, as well as giggles.
What to Do When You Worry Too Much - Dawn Huebner, Ph.D.
2009-02-13
"Teaches school-age children cognitive-behavioral techniques to reduce
and overcome anxiety, fears, and worry, through writing and drawing
activities and self-help exercises and strategies. Includes introduction for
parents"--Provided by publisher.
Wilma Jean the Worry Machine - Julia Cook 2012-01-15
"My stomach feels like it's tied up in a knot. My knees lock up, and my
face feels hot. You know what I mean? I'm Wilma Jean, The Worry
Machine." Anxiety is a subjective sense of worry, apprehension, and/or
fear. It is considered to be the number one health problem in America.
Although quite common, anxiety disorders in children are often
misdiagnosed and overlooked. Everyone feels fear, worry and
apprehension from time to time, but when these feelings prevent a
person from doing what he/she wants and/or needs to do, anxiety
becomes a disability. This fun and humorous book addresses the problem
of anxiety in a way that relates to children of all ages. It offers creative
strategies for parents and teachers to use that can lessen the severity of
anxiety. The goal of the book is to give children the tools needed to feel
more in control of their anxiety. For those worries that are not in
anyone's control (i.e. the weather) a worry hat is introduced. A fun read
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for Wilmas of all ages! Includes a note to parents and educators with tips
on dealing with an anxious child.
Facing Mighty Fears About Throwing Up - Dawn Huebner 2022-06-13
No one like to throw up, but emetophobia is different, turning disgust
into dread. Facing Mighty Fears About Throwing Up presents techniques
to help shrink this common fear. Fun Facts about vomit engage children,
while a Note to Parents and Caregivers and supplemental Resource
section make this the perfect guide for parents and mental health
professionals. This book is part of the Dr. Dawn's Mini Books About
Mighty Fears series, designed to help children ages 6-10 tackle their
fears and live happier lives.
When the World Feels Like a Scary Place - Abigail Gewirtz 2020-05-12
In our complicated world, big issues make both parents and children
anxious. So how should parents talk to their kids about the things that
make both parent and child on edge - from family financial issues to
school shootings to global warming? Here, an expert child psychologist
offers parents scripts for conversations that will help us raise kids who
are informed, engaged, and confident.
You and Your Anxious Child - Anne Marie Albano 2013-04-02
One of the world’s foremost experts on anxiety in children provides a
guide to recognizing and alleviating a range of debilitating fears. Anxiety
affects more children and teens than any other psychiatric illness, but it’s
also the most treatable emotional disorder. Some 25 percent of children
and adolescents will suffer an anxiety disorder at several points in their
lifetime, resulting in serious problems in their ability to function in
school, with peers, and on a general day-to-day basis. A renowned
researcher and clinician who has developed groundbreaking, proven
coping strategies illuminates a new path to fear-free living for families.
You and Your Anxious Child differentiates between separation anxiety,
generalized anxiety, and social phobia, and guides parents on when and
how to seek intervention. With moving case studies, such as Jon’s, whose
mother quit her job because his separation anxiety compelled her to stay
with him full-time, this book elucidates the nightmare that families can
be living, and helps them understand that they are not alone. Every step
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of the way, Albano illustrates proven therapies to manage anxiety issues
in children while addressing the emotional needs of parents, too. You and
Your Anxious Child brings much-needed hope to families, helping them
shape a positive new vision of the future.
Why Do I Feel So Worried? - Tammi Kirkness 2022-03-22
Simple yes-or-no questions help kids ages 7 to 12 find the right calming
activities for every kind of anxiety It can be tough for kids with growing
minds to work through their worries and self-soothe when they’re
spiraling. This interactive, step-by-step guide is here to help! In Why Do I
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Feel So Worried?, children can follow an easy-to-use, colorfully
illustrated flowchart to . . . Name the emotion they’re struggling with
(like stress) Figure out its source (for instance, homework problems)
Calm down with an easy activity (such as a soothing script) Every triedand-tested strategy—from breathing techniques to meditations,
affirmations, and more—offers in-the-moment relief to anxious children.
And throughout, notes to caregivers explain the underlying psychology
along with how (and when) to offer help. Kids might not always be able
to solve what’s worrying them—but they do have the power to help
themselves feel better!
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